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I used that language--file on transcripts of doctors' testimony--when I spoke to Machado. I told him exactly 

where it was when I saw it. He said that he knew what I was referring to. I said that "doctors' testimony"  

sounds like more than newspaper clippings. He said that he would call Sampson and ask him to copy the 

contents of the file I was referring to in the box marked "JFK Assassination." Machado said that he (Machado) 

had seen the JFK boxes too, and he was sure that these "press transcripts" as he called them were open to the 

public. (Perhaps they are from the first public statements around 4 PM on November 22, 1963.) If that is what 

this material is, maybe I picked up the word "testimony" from Sampson since he described what they were but 

he did not let me see what was in the folder. I told Machado we were interested in any USSS reports on 

conversations with the Parkland doctors and that any original copy of, for example, Elmer Moore's report was 

probably still in USSS offices. That's when Machado said that he didn't know where anything like that could be 

except in the Official Case file. I asked him about charge-out cards that would identify who had various 

materials, and he said these are also often missing. Let's see what Machado brings over.To:	Joan 

Zimmerman/ARRBcc:	From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	02/08/96 11:53:45 AMSubject: 	Re: my notes on visit 

to USSS Archives June 1, 1995That's good enough.  Let's tell Machado that that is what we want to 

see.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	 From:	Joan Zimmerman/ARRB   Date:	02/08/96 11:40:29 AMSubject:	my 

notes on visit to USSS Archives June 1, 1995In my handwritten notes I wrote "a file on transcripts of doctors' 

testimony." I don't remember seeing anything specifically about Parkland. 
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